Ingentis org.manager enables you to create and publish organizational charts within minutes. There are no limits to the design, layout or content of your org chart. Ingentis org.manager seamlessly integrates with any data source, including leading HR systems such as SAP HCM, SuccessFactors, Oracle HR, PeopleSoft, and Workday. As a result, your org charts are always up to date.

Today over 1300 customers worldwide trust in Ingentis org.manager.

Ingentis org.manager is accessible from any devices via Internet browser and enables the publication of your company's org chart via Intranet. It also has comprehensive interactive capabilities for all levels of your user population – from executives to super users. For on-the-go or smaller group meetings org.manager [mobile] provides HR personnel and executives with organizational charts as well as more detailed information about departments, employees, and positions.

Additional Features

• Detailed view with pictures, diagrams and employee lists
• Simultaneous view of multiple charts
• Comparison of several objects
• Sophisticated printing functionality
• Quick search
View key measurements

Calculate and display critical KPIs in your org chart with Ingentis org.manager - it’s the perfect basis for HR controlling. Ingentis org.manager generates easily comprehensible HR reports with key information like size of workforce, gender distribution, demographic analysis and more. By granting restricted access to specific sections, org charts can become a strategic tool for executives.

Simulation

Ingentis org.simulator enables web-based scenario analysis and modification of organizational charts without the need to modify the data in your source HCM system. Org modelling simulations can be completed in a simple and user-friendly manner, starting from reorganizations via drag & drop and the creation and removal of objects, to editing more specific information.

Add-ons: Additional features for your organizational chart

There is a selection of helpful add-ons available, which can be added to Ingentis org.manager at any time. For example, the access protection add-on allows you to restrict access to certain areas in the org chart or information to certain users. The big data feature visualizes great amounts of data in a clean, compact way, e.g. as sunburst chart.